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Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (Maryland)
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Brandon Russell, National Guardsman and neo-Nazi, exposing his Atomwaffen Division logo tattoo.

Turkey Point Nuclear Power Plant
Sharif Mobley

• Shot and arrested in Yemen in March 2010
• Employed at five U.S. nuclear facilities between 2002 and 2008
• In contact with Anwar al-Awlaki
• Before changes to regulations in 2003, NRC permitted temporary access to critical sites before full FBI screening was completed
  – Unclear whether Mobley had access before being fully cleared
• No one reported his radicalization
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• **ALL** of the holding companies which own ≥5 U.S. nuclear power plants have veteran-specific hiring initiatives
• **10%** of Exelon Corp. (23 plants) employees are veterans
• Duke Energy Corp. (10 plants) hires over 300 veterans/ year
• **1 in 5** new hires at Dominion Energy Inc. (7 plants) is a veteran
• FirstEnergy (7 plants) employees ~1,000 past and present servicemembers
• **20%** of the Tennessee Valley Authority (7 plants) workforce is made up of veterans
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Greenpeace drone crashing into French nuclear plant (July 3, 2018)
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